Is gene deletion in eukaryotes sequence-dependent? A study of nine deletion junctions and nineteen other deletion breakpoints in intron 7 of the human dystrophin gene.
Although large deletions comprise 65% of the mutations that underlie most cases of Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies, the DNA sequence characteristics of the deletions and the molecular processes leading to their formation are largely unknown. Intron 7 of the human dystrophin gene is unusually large (110 kb) and a substantial number of deletions have been identified with endpoints within this intron. The distribution of 28 deletion endpoints was mapped to local sequence elements by PCR. The break points were distributed among unique sequence, LINE-1, Alu, MIR, MER and microsatellite sequences with frequencies expected from the frequency of those sequences in the intron. Thus, deletions in this intron are not associated primarily with any one of those sequences in the intron. Nine deletion junctions were amplified and sequenced. Eight were deletions between DNA sequences with minimal homology (0-4 bp) and are therefore unlikely to be products of homologous recombination. In the ninth case, a complex rearrangement was found to be consistent with unequal recombinational exchange between two Alu sequences coupled with a duplication. We have hypothesized that a paucity of matrix attachment regions in this very large intron expanded by the insertion of many mobile elements might provoke a chromatin structure that stimulates deletions (McNaughton et al., 1997, Genomics 40, 294-304). The data presented here are consistent with that idea and demonstrate that the deletion sequences are not usually produced by homologous DNA misalignments.